CALL FOR SCIENTIFIC PAPERS FOR THE “SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE ON AFRICAN COFFEE (SCAC)”

Issue: Gabon

Date: from 20-21 November 2018

The conclusions of the 2016 AGA held in Yaoundé, Cameroon and those of Grand Bassam, Côte d'Ivoire in 2017 recommended the organization of the Scientific Conference on African Coffee at the upcoming AGA in Gabon in 2018.

The theme of this scientific event will be "Sustainable Coffee Production in Africa in the Context of Climate Change: Challenges and Opportunities for Research and Development".

The coordination of RECA calls researchers from research centers of IACO to present at this conference the results of their work in the various disciplines of coffee production including extension.

Summaries of these papers must be send to the coordination by September 14, 2018.

Detailed instructions for the submission of communications are attached to this letter to make compilation and editing easy.

Papers will be presented in a document we will call "Scientific Review of African Coffee".